
Open Letter to the Honourable Tim Houston, Premier 

 

January 20, 2022 

 
The Honourable Tim Houston, Premier of Nova Scotia  
Office of the Premier  

7th Floor, One Government Place  
1700 Granville Street Halifax, NS B3J 1X5  
premier@novascotia.ca  

 
Dear Premier Houston:  

Re:  Addressing systemic discrimination against hundreds of people with disabilities. 

On October 6, 2021, the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal ruled that the Province systemically 

discriminates against people with disabilities in 4 fundamental ways: 

1. The system has forced people with disabilities to live in institutions in order to access 
social assistance.   

 
2. There are indefinite and years long delays in providing people with disabilities with 

access to social assistance – contrary to the government’s obligation to provide social 
assistance on an immediate basis. 
 

3. The system forces people with disabilities to relocate to another community in order to 
access social assistance, 

 
4. Finally, the Province is failing to respect the law and its legislative obligation to provide 

social assistance to eligible persons with disabilities under the Disability Support 

Program –assistance required for the supports and services to live in community. 
 

The Court found that the Province is failing to respect its legislative obligation to provide social 
assistance and discriminating against people with disabilities. This Court of Appeal decision 
comes after 7 long years in which the Province has fought people with disabilities every step of 
the way in a Human Rights case, begun in 2014, by Beth MacLean, Sheila Livingstone, Joseph 
Delaney, and the Disability Rights Coalition. 

When you spoke to the media about the Court of Appeal’s decision, you committed to “do the 
right thing”.  You said that you heard the Court of Appeal’s ruling “loud and clear” and would 
“work with the community to make sure the supports are in place”. You said you would not 
appeal the ruling, and that people with disabilities should not need to fight their government 
for their rights in court.  When we heard you, we and thousands of Nova Scotians were 
profoundly relieved, hopeful and, frankly, impressed.   
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And yet two months later, when your Minister of Community Services, Ms Karla MacFarlane, 
announced a total reversal of your position and an appeal of the ruling to the Supreme Court of 

Canada, we can’t say we were at all surprised.  Delay, resistance, and empty talk of change have 
been the Department of Community Services’ response toward the rights of Nova Scotians with 
disabilities for decades.   For two short months, we had reason to hope that you would break 
the pattern. 

The reasons given by the Department of Community Services for this appeal are bizarrely 
vague.  Minister MacFarlane said, “there were many significant questions”.   What are those 
questions?   This is the same old playbook: the Department of Community Services once again 

choosing to fight people with disabilities in Court rather than work with them to end the 
decades of brutal and systemic discrimination. 

The ruling of the NS Court of Appeal was detailed, thorough and crystal clear.  Where the 

government is ignoring its legislative obligations and discriminating against people with 
disabilities, it violates their human rights.   

Nova Scotia is the last province in Canada and one of the last jurisdictions in all the OECD to 
continue to practice mass institutionalization of persons with disabilities.  Most provinces and 

most countries deinstitutionalized decades ago.   We urge you to recognize the terrible daily 
and life-long suffering.  This human rights emergency was created by the policies and practices 
of the Department of Community Services and is contrary to the Province’s own Social 

Assistance Act and Human Rights Act.  

We know you have received many letters and emails from Nova Scotians outraged over your 
government’s decision to appeal this ruling, who recognize that the segregation of people with 

disabilities will be a lasting stain on Nova Scotia’s history.   And you have received many letters 
from people with disabilities and their families, detailing the ongoing, systemic discrimination 
that they continue to face on a daily basis and asking you to put this right.     

Everyday, DCS continues to deny people with disabilities their basic human rights to social 

assistance.   You must recognize that there was nothing unique in the treatment of Joseph 
Delaney, Beth MacLean, and Sheila Livingstone.  Their discriminatory treatment by the 
Department of Community Services is the result of Departmental policy and practices, which 

the Court of Appeal has said are contrary to the Department’s legislative obligations. 

Premier, the signatories of this open letter urge you to keep your promise to people with 
disabilities.  We call on you to:  

1. Discontinue the application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

2. Take immediate steps to implement a systemic human rights remedy to stop the harm 
and ensure meaningful access to social assistance with accommodative supports and 
service to live in community for people with disabilities. 

 
3. Remove the cap on funding/living situations for social assistance for people with 

disabilities to ensure meaningful access to social assistance: “scrap the cap.” 



 
Signed: 

 
Vicky Levack 
Disability Rights Coalition 
 
Additional Signatories: 
 
[Name]   [Organisation]       


